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Star cracks in continuously cast peritectic
steel slabs

M. Herrera-Trejo*1, J. J. Ruiz1, M. Castro-Roman1 and H. Solis2

This work consisted of the characterisation of star cracks found on the surface of continuously

cast steel slabs solidification experiments on molten steel in Cu moulds, with and without ceramic

insulation. Cracks located at the slab surface were propagated through the grain boundaries, with

the presence of Cu particles observed along the crack paths. Zones normal to the cracks

exhibited an iron oxide layer followed by Cu particles and the steel matrix. Specimens solidified in

Cu moulds showed an iron oxide/Cu/steel layer arrangement extending from the sample surface

towards the steel matrix, as well as a penetration of Cu through the grain boundaries. In contrast,

in samples solidified in ceramic insulated Cu moulds, Cu particles were neither observed at the

surface nor at the grain boundaries. Thus, it is thought that the star cracks are due to liquid steel/

Cu mould interaction during casting and that they are formed during primary cooling in the mould

in the continuous casting machine and then they propagate during secondary cooling and

bending operations. It is also thought that cracking susceptibility is promoted by peritectic

transformation which occurs at high solid fractions.
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Introduction
Cast slabs frequently exhibit surface defects that are
associated with severe cooling conditions during solidi-
fication in the continuous casting mould. Additionally,
thermal and mechanical stresses produced during
secondary cooling and slab bending operations also
promote the generation of surface defects.1–4

One type of surface defect found in slabs is the so
called star crack.5 This defect is revealed after the slab
surface oxide layer has been removed by scarfing. This
operation increases the surface temperature and so the
crack’s nature is altered, causing loss of evidence that
could help explain its formation mechanism.

This type of crack is associated with the presence of
Cu, which could come either from the steel or from the
continuous casting mould.5–8 When Cu content in the
slab exceeds its solubility in austenite,6 liquid Cu
precipitates at the steel surface during the oxidation at
high temperatures, resulting in the penetration of Cu
into the grain boundaries.

On the other hand, liquid steel/Cu mould interaction
is not well understood; the mechanisms that have been
proposed for the formation of these kinds of cracks are
based on studies focused on the description of steel–Cu
interaction. In these studies, contact between solid steel
and liquid Cu is promoted under isothermal conditions

for relatively long times. Under such conditions, the
proposed crack formation mechanism is associated with
the presence of liquid Cu at the steel grain boundaries
and triple points.6,7 However, the conditions under
which this information has been obtained differ sig-
nificantly from those observed in the continuous casting
mould.

This work presents the characterisation results of star
cracks found in industrially produced steel slabs.
Additionally, solidification experiments on molten steel
were carried out in order to elucidate the source of Cu,
i.e. whether it is associated with the liquid steel/Cu
mould interaction and/or with Cu precipitation during
oxidation processes at high temperatures.

Experimental procedure
The experimental procedure employed basically con-
sisted of two stages: characterisation of star cracks
found in industrially produced steel slabs, and solidifica-
tion experiments on molten steel in both Cu moulds, and
Cu moulds with ceramic insulation.

Characterisation of star cracks
The visual observation of the cracks found in steel slabs
having the chemical composition of 0?13C–1?15Mn–
0?01P–0?005S–0?15Si–0?035Al–0?15Cu–0?06V (wt-%),
was carried out after conducting a scarfing operation
on the entire surface of the slabs. Typical defects were
carefully extracted from the steel slabs by cutting off
small steel pieces that contained them, avoiding an
excessive heating of areas very close to the cracks.
Characterisation of the latter defects began with an
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analysis of the slab surface that was exposed after the
scarfing operation. Subsequently, the surfaces generated
by propagation of the cracks were separated and
analysed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM).
In order to obtain information on regions adjacent to
the surfaces generated by crack propagation, the
samples containing these surfaces were perpendicularly
cut and the resulting surfaces were metallographically
prepared and analysed with SEM. The metallographic
preparation consisted of a series of conventional
grinding and polishing steps.

Solidification experiments
In order to obtain information on liquid steel/Cu mould
interaction under similar cooling conditions to those
found in the continuous casting mould, liquid steel was
poured into Cu moulds. With the objective of elucidat-
ing whether the presence of Cu can be attributed to its
precipitation during the oxidation processes at high
temperatures, additional solidification experiments
were conducted in Cu moulds with ceramic insulation,
to avoid liquid steel/Cu mould interaction during
solidification.

For these experiments, liquid steel was poured into
cylindrical Cu moulds of 3 cm diameter and 7 cm
height, this way promoting radial rather than axial heat
flow. A mould wall thickness of 2 cm allowed achieve-
ment of a cooling rate similar to that reported for zones
near the surface of industrially cast conventional steel
slabs.9 Each Cu mould was fitted with a type B
thermocouple in order to record the thermal evolution
and to estimate cooling rate during solidification of the
samples. The thermocouple was placed close to the
mould wall and suspended at mid mould height; it was
connected to a computerised data acquisition system.

The steel employed was from the same steel slab from
which the crack containing specimens were cut. In order
to carry out the solidification tests, 12 kg steel were
melted in an induction furnace using prefusion slag as
protecting cover for the liquid bath. Then, the liquid
steel was poured at 1600uC into the Cu moulds. The
solidified samples were cross-sectioned in a plane
passing by the tip of the thermocouple and analysed
with SEM at a region close to the surface that
made contact with the mould wall. In order to carry
out these analyses, the samples were previously prepared
metallographically.

Results and discussion

Characterisation of star cracks
Figure 1a shows a representative star crack found at the
surface of the steel slab. Figure 1b illustrates the loca-
tion of this type of defect in the entire inferior surface of
the sampled slab, showing a random distribution of
these defects. Figure 2 shows a crack surface, revealing a
crack propagation path opposite the heat extraction
direction. The propagation path followed the grain
boundaries, showing angular and smooth surfaces
typical of brittle fractures.10–12 The analysis of the crack
surface at higher magnifications revealed the presence of
bright particles, as shown in Fig. 3a, which contained
Cu according to the energy dispersive spectrometry
(EDS) spectrum shown in Fig. 3b.

The concentration profiles obtained by SEM/EDS at a
surface perpendicular to the crack surface (Fig. 4),
indicated the presence of an iron oxide layer, which
was followed by Cu particles and the steel matrix. This
showed that Cu is not present in the steel grains, and
thus its presence is confined to the sample surface and
nearby regions.

Solidification experiments
Thermal analyses

Figures 5a and b shows representative temperature
evolution of samples solidified in Cu moulds with and
without ceramic insulation respectively. The application

1 a representative star crack and b location of cracks at inferior surface of steel slabs

2 Crack surface
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of a procedure developed by Alfaro,13 based on the
derivative thermal analysis technique, allowed to deter-
mine initial and final solidification temperature. Based
on these data, solidification time (time elapsed in the
solid–liquid region) was determined and hence the
cooling rate was estimated by dividing the difference
between initial and final solidification temperature by
the solidification time. Cooling rates of 6 and 21 K s21

were obtained for the solidified steel in Cu mould with
and without ceramic insulation respectively. It is
noteworthy that the cooling rate of 21 K s21 is of the
same magnitude order as those reported by Louhenkilpi
et al.9 for areas close to the surface of conventional steel
slabs produced by continuous casting.

Characterisation of solidified steel samples

For solidified steel in Cu mould, Fig. 6a and b shows
SEM images obtained at the surface that was in contact
with the Cu mould and at its adjacent zone. In both
cases, bright particles located at the grain boundaries
and at the sample surface, as well as dark zones located
at the latter surface, were observed. The bright particles
were constituted by Cu, as can be observed in the
corresponding EDS spectrum shown in Fig. 6c, whereas
the dark zones located at the sample surface corre-
sponded to iron oxide, according to the EDS spectrum
shown in Fig. 6d. It is worth mentioning that the
maximum penetration depth at which Cu was found at
the grain boundaries was 20 mm. Figure 7 shows a
chemical profile obtained at the region adjacent to the
sample surface. This figure shows the presence of an iron

oxide layer located at the sample surface, followed
progressively by a Cu layer and the steel matrix. Also,
Fig. 7 shows that Cu is absent at the interior of the steel
grains.

On the other hand, in relation to steel samples
solidified in Cu moulds with ceramic insulation, Fig. 8
shows a SEM image obtained from a zone adjacent to
the surface that was in contact with the ceramic
insulator. In this figure, EDS spectrums are included
which were obtained from three different zones indi-
cated in the micrograph. An arrangement was observed,
consisting of an iron oxide superficial layer followed by
a layer of iron–silicon oxides and the steel matrix.

3 a particles on crack surface and b EDS spectrum of latter particles

4 Concentration profiles starting at crack surface

5 Representative temperature evolution of samples

solidified in Cu moulds a with and b without ceramic

insulation
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Discussion
The observations made on the solidified samples in Cu
moulds, i.e. Cu particles at the surface of the samples
and Cu penetration into the grain boundaries, as well as
the absence of Cu in the solidified samples in Cu moulds
with ceramic insulation, suggest that Cu found in
solidified samples comes from the liquid steel/Cu mould
interaction. Therefore, considering the magnitude of the
cooling rate that was reached in the solidification
experiments, 21 K s21, it is assumed that this mechan-
ism operates during the surface solidification of steel
slabs in continuous casting.

Mizukami et al.14 and Ruiz et al.15 have shown that
steels of peritectic composition exhibit cracking suscept-
ibility toward the end of solidification, which is
dependent on the fraction of the phases. Hence, the
evolution of phases at cooling conditions similar to
those found in continuous casting was simulated with
the aid of DICTRA16 (diffusion controlled transforma-
tions) software. Thus, the obtained cooling curve shown
in Fig. 1 was introduced into the software in order to
simulate the evolution of phases; details of the calcula-
tion are described in previous works by Ruiz et al.15

Also, considering that differences in the mechanical
behaviour of both phases d and c at high temperatures
can induce strains at their interfaces with the consequent
generation of cracks, the tensile strength and elongation
of d and c phases were evaluated as a function of the
solid fraction, using expressions given by Mizukami
et al.14

Figure 9a shows the evolution of phases as a function
of solid fraction. The fraction of d phase increases until c
phase begins to form at a solid fraction of 0?85. Above
this value, the fraction of d phase decreases until it
becomes equal to the fraction of c phase at a solid
fraction of 0?92. Then, d phase disappears completely at
a solid fraction of 0?98, and from this point onwards,
additional quantities of c phase are formed from the
remaining liquid. Figure 9b and c shows the variation of
the tensile strength and elongation of d and c phases as a
function of solid fraction. It can be seen that, in the solid
fraction range of 0?85–0?87, c phase shows the lowest
tensile strength and elongation values, which indicates
that deformation occurs in this phase. In contrast, in the
solid fraction range of 0?87–0?92, the tensile strength of

6 a,b penetration of Cu into steel grain boundaries; c,d EDS spectra for light particles and dark zones respectively

7 Concentration profile starting at surface of sample

obtained in solidification test
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d phase is lower than that of c phase but the latter phase
shows the lowest elongation value. Consequently, in this
solid fraction range the deformation does not occur in
any phase.

Above a solid fraction value of 0?92, at which ductility
is equal for both d and c phases, the latter phase shows
the highest ductility and tensile strength values. This
indicates that in the solid fraction range of 0?92–0?98,
deformation occurs in the d phase. Thus, for the studied
steel solidification conditions, the just mentioned ten-
dencies take place at the solid fraction ranges of 0?85–
0?87 and 0?92–0?98 (Fig. 9). This agrees well with the
generally accepted hypothesis, which states that the
formation of cracks begins in the meniscus zone during
primary cooling, before the end of solidification.2,4,8 In
this context, it is thought that the differences in
mechanical behaviour of the phases during the peritectic
transformation, together with the weakening of their
grain boundaries due to the penetration of Cu,
contributed to the initial formation of the cracks that
were found in the steel slabs.

Additionally, considering the criterion proposed by
Clyne et al.,17 which relates the incidence of cracking at
solid fractions higher than 0?9, where the remaining
liquid is unable to feed the contraction, it is thought that
cracking susceptibility in the studied steel depends on
the solid fraction range within which the peritectic
transformations occurs. It is observed in Fig. 9 that only
y0?5 of mass fraction of d phase has transformed at
0?91 of solid fraction, which means that part of the
contraction associated with the peritectic transformation
is not fed by the remaining liquid.

On the other hand, in the analysed star cracks, the
penetration of Cu towards the interior of the steel slab
was more pronounced with respect to that observed in
the solidification experiments. This suggests that the
cracks that were initially formed in the continuous
casting mould are subsequently propagated towards the
interior of the steel slabs as a consequence of thermal
and mechanical stresses generated during the secondary
cooling stage, particularly at the inferior face of the steel
slabs. During the propagation of the cracks that
occurred at this stage, Cu is solid and is concentrated
at an area close to the surface of the steel slabs,
according to the iron oxide–Cu–steel matrix arrange-
ment observed in Fig. 7. The presence of Cu at
penetration depths much greater than those observed
in the solidification experiments, 20 mm, can then be
explained considering Cu melting during the surface
scarfing operation followed by penetration of molten Cu
into the crack by a capillary effect.

Conclusions
Characterisation of star cracks found at the surface of
continuously cast steel slabs, together with an analysis of
steel specimens solidified in Cu moulds with and without
ceramic insulation, allowed us to draw the following
conclusions.

1. Star cracks can be associated with liquid steel/Cu
mould interaction, which promotes Cu penetration into
the grain boundaries.

2. At a cooling rate of the same magnitude order as
that estimated for zones close to the surface of

8 Micrograph obtained from adjacent to surface, and EDS spectra for zone indicated in micrograph
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continuous cast steel slabs, Cu penetrates rapidly
through the grain boundaries.

3. The presence of Cu at the surface cracks, together
with the iron oxide/Cu/steel arrangement extending from

the crack surface and the solidified sample surface
towards the steel matrix, suggests that not only the star
cracks are formed during primary cooling at the mould
of a continuous casting machine, but also that they are
subsequently propagated during both secondary cooling
and bending operations.
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